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Abstract. Basic content-based personalization consists in matching up
the attributes of a user profile, in which preferences and interests are
stored, with the attributes of a content object. The Web 2.0 (r)evolution
has changed the game for personalization, from ‘elitary’ Web 1.0, written
by few and read by many, to web content generated by everyone (user-
generated content - UGC), since the role of people has evolved from
passive consumers of information to that of active contributors.

One of the forms of UGC that has drawn most attention of the re-
search community is folksonomy, a taxonomy generated by users who
collaboratively annotate and categorize resources of interests with freely
chosen keywords called tags.

FIRSt (Folksonomy-based Item Recommender syStem) is a content-
based recommender system developed at the University of Bari which in-
tegrates UGC (through social tagging) in a classic content-based model,
letting users express their preferences for items by entering a numerical
rating as well as to annotate rated items with free tags. FIRSt is capable
of providing recommendations for items in several domains (e.g., movies,
music, books), provided that descriptions of items are available as text
documents (e.g. plot summaries, reviews, short abstracts). This paper
describes the system general architecture and user modeling approach,
showing how this recommendation model has been applied to recom-
mend the artworks located at the Vatican Picture Gallery (Pinacoteca
Vaticana), providing users with a personalized museum tour tailored on
their tastes.

Keywords: Content-based Recommender Systems, Web 2.0, Folkson-
omy, Machine Learning, Semantics.

1 Introduction

The amount of information available on the Web and in Digital Libraries is in-
creasing over time. In this context, the role of user modeling and personalized
information access is becoming crucial: users need a personalized support in sift-
ing through large amount of retrieved information according to their interests.
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Information filtering systems, relying on this idea, adapt their behavior to in-
dividual users by learning their preferences during the interaction in order to
construct a profile of the user that can be later exploited in selecting relevant
items. Indeed, content personalization basically consists in matching up the at-
tributes of a user profile, in which preferences and interests are stored, against
the attributes of a content object.

Recently, Web 2.0 (r)evolution has changed the game for personalization, from
‘elitary’ Web 1.0, written by few and read by many, to web content generated by
everyone (user-generated content - UGC), since the role of people has evolved
from passive consumers of information to that of active contributors.

UGC refers to various kinds of media content, publicly available, that are
produced by end-users. For example, on Amazon.com the majority of content
is prepared by administrators, but numerous user reviews of the products be-
ing sold are submitted by regular visitors to the site. Similarly, collaborative
platforms like YouTube, Wikipedia, Flickr, Del.icio.us, Photobucket, although
supplying heterogeneous content, are completely founded on data freely created
by users.

In [3] we began an analysis of UGC impact (namely, tags impact) in recom-
mender systems. The main outcome of that work was that UGC integration in a
content-based recommender system causes an increase of the predictive accuracy
in the process of filtering relevant items for users.

In this work we will continue this analysis proving how this higher accuracy
showed by recommender systems can be exploited for personalization goals in a
real-world application. FIRSt (First Item Recommender SysTem) is a content-
based recommender system developed at the University of Bari which integrates
UGC (through social tagging) in a classic content-based model, letting users to
express their preferences for items by entering a numerical rating as well as to
annotate rated items with free tags. FIRSt is capable of providing recommen-
dations for items in several domains (e.g., movies, music, books), provided that
descriptions of items are available as text documents (e.g. plot summaries, re-
views, short abstracts). We exposed FIRSt basic features through a set of web
services, and we exploited them in a museum personalization scenario, letting
Vatican Picture Gallery visitors receive suggestions about artworks they could
be interested in and tailoring museum tours on their tastes.

This research has been conducted within the CHAT project (Cultural Heritage
fruition and e-learning applications of new Advanced multimodal Technologies),
that aims at developing new systems and services for multimodal fruition of
cultural heritage content. Data has been gathered from the collections of the
Vatican Picture Gallery, for which both images and detailed textual information
of paintings are available, and letting users involved in the study both rate and
annotate them with tags.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general problem
of information filtering and recommender systems; the architecture of FIRSt is
described in Section 3 whereas Section 4 focuses the attention on design and
development of web services to expose FIRSt functionalities. The experimental
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session carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of implemented web services is
presented in Section 5. Related work are briefly analyzed in Section 6, while
conclusions and directions for future work are drawn in the last section.

2 Information Filtering and Recommender Systems

As proved by the continuous growth of web sites which embody recommender
systems as a way of personalizing their content for users, nowadays these systems
represent the main field of application of principles and techniques coming from
Information Filtering (IF) [9].

As IF techniques usually perform a progressive removal of non-relevant con-
tent according to the information stored in a user profile, recommendation al-
gorithms process information about customer interests - acquired in an explicit
(e.g., letting users express their opinion about items) or implicit (e.g., studying
some behavioural features) way - and exploit this data to generate a list of rec-
ommended items, guiding users in a personalized way to interesting or useful
objects in a large space of possible options [4].

Among different recommendation techniques that have already been put for-
ward in studies on this matter, the collaborative and content-based filtering
approaches are the most widely adopted to date.

Content-based systems analyze a set of documents, usually textual descrip-
tions of the items previously rated by an individual user, and build a model or
profile of user interests based on the features of the objects rated by that user
[8]. In this approach static content associated to items (the plot of a film, the
description of an artwork, etc.) is usually exploited. The profile is then used to
recommend new relevant items.

Collaborative recommender systems differ from content-based ones in that
user opinions are used, instead of content. User ratings about objects are gath-
ered and stored in a centralized or distributed database. To provide recommen-
dations to user X, the system firstly computes the neighborhood of that user
(i.e. the subset of users that have a taste similar to X). Similarity in taste is
measured by computing the closeness of ratings for objects that were rated by
both users. The system then recommends objects that users in X’s neighborhood
indicated to like, provided that they have not yet been rated by X.

Although each type of filtering method has its own weaknesses and strengths
[1,12], in this work we focused our attention only on a single class of recom-
menders, introducing in the next section the general architecture of FIRSt, which
represents the core of personalization mechanisms designed for Vatican Picture
Gallery scenario.

3 FIRSt: Folksonomy-Based Item Recommender syStem

FIRSt is a semantic content-based recommender system capable of providing rec-
ommendations for items in several domains (e.g., movies, music, books), provided
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of Learning Platform

that descriptions of items are available as text documents (e.g. plot summaries,
reviews, short abstracts) [6].

In the context of cultural heritage personalization, for example, an artwork
can be represented by at least three textual components (called slots), namely
artist, title, and description.

The inceptive idea behind FIRSt is to include folksonomies in a classic content-
based recommendation model, integrating static content describing items with
dynamic user-generated content (namely tags, through social tagging of items
to be recommended) in the process of learning user profiles.

Tags are collected during the training step (Figure 1) by letting users:

1. express their preferences for items through a numerical rating
2. annotate rated items with free tags.

Tags are then stored into an additional slot, different from those containing static
content, and are exploited in the profile learning phase in order to include them
in the user profiles.

The general architecture of FIRSt is depicted in Figure 2. The recommenda-
tion process is performed in three steps, each of which is handled by a separate
component:

– Content Analyzer – it allows introducing semantics in the recommenda-
tion process by analyzing documents and tags in order to identify relevant
concepts representing the content. This process selects, among all the possi-
ble meanings (senses) of each polysemous word, the correct one according to
the context in which the word occurs. In this way, documents and tags are
represented using concepts instead of keywords, in an attempt to overcome
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Fig. 2. FIRSt General Architecture

the problems due to the natural language ambiguity. The final outcome of
the preprocessing step is a repository of disambiguated documents. This se-
mantic indexing is strongly based on natural language processing techniques,
such as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), and heavily relies on linguistic
knowledge stored in the WordNet [7] lexical ontology. Semantic indexing
of contents is performed by the Content Analyzer, which relies on META
(Multi Language Text Analyzer), a natural language processing tool devel-
oped at the University of Bari, able to deal with documents in English or
Italian [2].
The complete description of the adopted WSD strategy is not described here,
because already published in [11].

– Profile Learner – it implements a supervised learning technique for learn-
ing a probabilisticmodel of user interests fromdisambiguateddocuments rated
according to her interests. This model represents the semantic profile, which
includes those concepts that turn out to be the most indicative of the user pref-
erences. InFIRSt the problemof learning user profiles is casted as a binaryText
Categorization task [10] since each document has to be classified as interest-
ing or not with respect to the user preferences. The algorithm for inferring user
profiles is näıve Bayes text learning, widely adopted in content-based recom-
menders. Details about implemented algorithm are provided in [5].

– Recommender – it exploits the user profile to suggest relevant documents
by matching concepts contained in the semantic profile against those con-
tained in documents to be recommended.
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The outcome of the experiments conducted in [3] demonstrated that tag inte-
gration in the recommendation process causes an increase of predictive accuracy
of the recommender. In this work we will continue this analysis, by showing
how this higher accuracy can be exploited for personalization goals in a real-
world application: artwork recommendation in Vatican Picture Gallery scenario.
The strategy adopted to personalize the services for the artwork recommenda-
tion scenario might be exploited for the design of recommendation services for
e-commerce applications.

4 CHAT Project Overview

CHAT is a research project which aims to developing a platform for multimodal
fruition of cultural heritage content.

All the information about a museum is contained in specific data structures
and is stored in Fedora digital library1. The contents in the Fedora are repre-
sented by digital objects. In our data modeling (Figure 3) we have three main
digital objects: opus, room, and author. Some relations are defined among them:

– hasCollectionMember that relates a room with an opus (the inverse relation
is hasLocation);

– isAuthorOf that relates an author with an opus (the inverse relation is
hasAuthor);

Every digital object in Fedora can have one or more datastreams (image, audio,
video, text). For each opus (painting) we have the following datastreams: de-
scription (txt or html), image (jpg format), audio (wav or mp3), video (mpeg);
author and room have only textual contents.

All this data are static and not personalized: thus, starting from the same
request (for example, a more detailed textual description of an artworks), all
users obtain the same answer.

How can we improve the quality of information showed to the visitors?
In the expected scenario every visitor entering the museum is provided with

a device (PDA/smart phone) with a specific application installed. Thanks to
some localization sensors, it is possible to know in which room of the museum
the user is, while coming trough the doorway, the visitor can acquire detailed
information on each painting in that room.

The core of the CHAT system architecture is the Adaptive Dialog Manager
(Figure 4), whose purpose is to manage personalization mechanisms in order to
let visitors receive suggestions about artworks they could be interested in.

The Adaptive Dialog Manager embeds many components, called reasoners,
each of which manages different types of information (about the environment,
such as the noise and brightness, about the user, such as the age and inter-
action speed, and about user tastes) coming from different input channels and
localization sensors.
1 http://www.fedora-commons.org/
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Fig. 3. Data modeling in Fedora Digital Library

Fig. 4. CHAT Adaptive Dialog Manager for multimodal and personalized fruition

All the data gathered from each reasoner are merged by the Adaptive Dialog
Manager, which exploits the user profile to find the most interesting items and
the most appropriate way to present them, such as just audio or audio and text,
video, etc.

4.1 FIRSt@Work in CHAT

FIRSt manages the content-based profile, which contains all the information
about user preferences on artworks (data that cannot be omitted for personal-
ization goals). The typical steps in a scenario for creating content-based profiles
are:

1. Registration to the Museum Portal
In a preliminary phase a user has to subscribe to a dedicated portal. After
entering typical demographic data, such as age, sex, instruction, explicit
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interests, etc., the user performs a training phase by voting some artworks,
randomly chosen from the available ones. After the completion of this step,
all user preferences about artworks are stored by FIRSt;

2. Construction of the User Profile
Once finished the training phase, FIRSt builds a profile for each user contain-
ing information that turns out to be most indicative of the user preferences;

3. Personalization of Results
When the user visits the museum, he will enjoy additional intelligent per-
sonalized services, based on her own user profile.

Specifically, we found two situations where personalized access could improve
user experience:

– When data about user interests are gathered, splitting paintings in two dis-
joint sets, interesting, and not interesting could be useful to build a person-
alized tour.

– When the user enters into a room, providing suggestions about paintings she
can be interested in can be useful.

To fulfil these specific requirements, we develop two Web Services exposing these
functionalities:

– Tour: the main idea behind this service is to provide the target user with
the subset of items she could be interested in (according to her profile). It
is possible to return the first n items for a single user, for example to have
the most significant paintings for her. In this service there is not a room-
based partition. This service has been used in CHAT to build a personalized
museum tour showing visitors a list of paintings ordered according to their
interests.

– Room: it provides the target user with content related to items located
in a specific room of the museum. This service takes as input the room
identifier (provided by environment sensors) and returns all the artworks in
that location.
Room can be adapted to a specific user by exploiting the FIRSt system,
that, according to the information stored in the user profile, is able to rank
the paintings according to the user interests.
This service has been used in CHAT to discover the most interesting rooms
in the museum. This could be very useful when the visitor has no much time
to visit the entire museum. In that case, the visitor could plan her visit by
starting from the first n locations of interest suggested by the system.

5 Experimental Evaluation

The goal of the experimental evaluation was to understand whether the use of
FIRSt in this scenario brings to a substantial improvement of user experience
in museum collection fruition. The test has been carried out by using an online
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platform which allows registered users to train the system by rating some paint-
ings belonging to the art gallery. The rating scale varies from 1 (dislikes) to 5
(likes). A group of 30 users has been recruited for the test. The task has been
divided in three phases:

1. Registration and login;
2. Rating the artworks;
3. Tagging the artworks.

After the registration, each user rated 45 artworks taken from the Vatican Picture
Gallery web site and annotated them with a set of free tags. In order to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the services, we adopted the Normalized Distance-based
Performance Measure (NDPM) [16] in order to compare the ranking imposed
by the user ratings, with that computed by FIRSt. More specifically, NDPM is
used to measure the distance between votes given by a single user u and votes
predicted by the system s for a set of items. Given a couple of items ti, tj in
the Test Set T of an user, the distance between them is calculated through the
following schema:

δ>u,>s(ti, tj) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

2 ⇐⇒ (ti >u tj ∧ tj >s ti) ∨ (ti >s tj ∧ tj >u ti)
1 ⇐⇒ (ti >s tj ∨ tj >s ti) ∧ ti ≈u tj
0 ⇐⇒ otherwise

(1)

The value of NDPM on the Test Set T is calculated through the following equa-
tion, where n is the number of couple of items:

NDPM>u,>s(T ) =

∑
i�=j δ>u,>s(ti, tj)

2 · n (2)

For the Room service, a single room was set as test set, in order to measure the
distance between the ranking imposed on paintings in a room by the user ratings
and the ranking predicted by FIRSt.

The methodology of the experiment was as follows:

1. the Training Set (TSi) for user ui, i = 1..30 is built, by including 50% of all
ratings given by ui (randomly selected);

2. the profile for ui is built by FIRSt, by exploiting ratings in TSi;
3. the profile is used for the computation of the classification scores for the

class likes for the paintings not included in TSi;
4. scores computed by FIRSt and ratings given by users on paintings not in-

cluded in TSi are compared.

The test was carried out for 3 rooms in which paintings are located. Gener-
ally, NDPM values lower than 0.5 reveal acceptable agreement between the two
rankings.

From results reported in Table 1, it can be noticed that the average NDPM
is lower than 0.5. In particular,values are lower than 0.5 for 19 users out of 30
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Table 1. NDPM for each user (averaged on 3 rooms

User NDPM User NDPM User NDPM User NDPM User NDPM

u1 0.56 u2 0.48 u3 0.53 u4 0.65 u5 0.57

u6 0.52 u7 0.38 u8 0.54 u9 0.39 u10 0.39

u11 0.46 u12 0.51 u13 0.49 u14 0.46 u15 0.35

u16 0.43 u17 0.45 u18 0.36 u19 0.46 u20 0.35

u21 0.51 u22 0.47 u23 0.39 u24 0.55 u25 0.36

u26 0.46 u27 0.39 u28 0.42 u29 0.60 u30 0.55

Avg 0.47

(63%), highlighted in bold in the table. Among these users, NDPM for 9 of them
is even lower than 0.4, thus revealing that the ranking of paintings proposed by
FIRSt is very effective for 30% of the population involved in the test. The main
conclusion which can be drawn from the experiment is that the service is capable
of providing a quite effective user experience in museum fruition.

6 Related Work

Museums have already recognized the importance of providing visitors with per-
sonalized access to artifacts. PEACH (Personal Experience with Active Cultural
Heritage) [13] and CHIP (Cultural Heritage Information Personalization) [15]
projects are only two examples of the research efforts devoted to support visitors
in fulfilling a personalized experience and tour when visiting artwork collections.
In particular, the recommender system developed within CHIP aims to pro-
vide personalized access to the collections of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. It
combines Semantic Web technologies and content-based algorithms for inferring
visitors’ preference from a set of scored artifacts and then, recommending other
artworks and related content topics.

The Steve.museum consortium [14] has begun to explore the use of social tag-
ging and folksonomy in cultural heritage personalization scenarios, to increase
audience engagement with museums’ collections. Supporting social tagging of
artifacts and providing access based on the resulting folksonomy, open museum
collections to new interpretations, which reflect visitors’ perspectives rather than
curators’ ones, and help to bridge the gap between the professional language of
the curator and the popular language of the museum visitors. Preliminary ex-
plorations conducted at the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York have
shown that professional perspectives differ significantly from those of näıve vis-
itors. Hence, if tags are associated to artworks, the resulting folksonomy can
be used as a different and valuable source of information to be carefully taken
into account when providing recommendations to museum visitors. As in the
above mentioned works, we have proposed a solution to the challenging task
of identifying user interests from tags. Since the main problem lies in the fact
that tags are freely chosen by users and their actual meaning is usually not very
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clear, the distinguishing feature of our approach is a strategy for the “semantic”
interpretation of tags by means of WordNet.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we investigated about the design of recommendation services based
on folksonomies and their concrete exploitation in real-world applications. We
evaluated the FIRSt recommender system in the cultural heritage domain, by
integrating the system in an adaptive platform for multimodal and personalized
access to museum collections. Each visitor, equipped with a mobile terminal,
enjoys an intelligent guide service which helps her to find the most interesting
artworks according to her profile and contextual information (such as her current
location in the museum, noise level, brightness, etc.). Experimental evaluations
showed that FIRSt is capable of improving user museum experience, by ranking
artworks according to visitor tastes, included in user profiles. The profiles are
automatically inferred from both static content describing the artworks and tags
chosen by visitors to freely annotate preferred artworks. The personalized rank-
ing allows building services for adaptive museum tours. Since FIRSt is capable
of providing recommendations for items in several domains, provided that de-
scriptions of items are available as text documents (e.g. plot summaries, reviews,
short abstracts), we will try to investigate its application in different scenarios
such as book or movie recommendation.
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